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Our STORY
CRAVE RESTAURANT WAS
BUILT OUT OF A PASSION...

...a passion to create a dining experience unlike any other. A dining
experience where quality, locally sourced food, chic atmosphere,
and diverse choices offer guests the opportunity to create their own
unforgettable dining experience. The energy of the restaurant is all
encompassing: the buzz of guests and staff, the warm and open
design, the modern sushi bar, the fresh spin on American cuisine
with seasonality, and the sense of discovery around every corner.
A CRAVE guest will leave knowing they experienced just the right mix of
sophistication, entertainment and service in what can only be defined
as “The CRAVE Experience.”

Vibrant MENU
The expert culinary team has crafted a menu focusing on seasonality and locally sourced

ingredients. At CRAVE, we pride ourselves on serving the freshest, highest quality food using only
the very best of ingredients. We proudly support locally owned, independently operated farms and
businesses, and whenever possible we use local, organic or all natural products. Our diverse menu
offers a wide range of options to choose from, and is constantly evolving as our chefs are inspired
by new ingredients, techniques, and flavors.

Fresh SUSHI

At CRAVE, sushi is an essential part of the dining experience. Our seafood is flown in fresh daily
from around the world, so you can always expect the freshest sushi available. All of our sauces are
hand-crafted based on traditional recipes using only the freshest, highest quality ingredients. Our
creative sushi selection is designed to appeal to sushi lovers and novices alike, featuring a variety
of traditional preparations, creative specialty rolls, and a vibrant array of colorful options to suit
all tastes. Enjoy the ultimate sushi experience with one of our sushi boats, perfect for sharing and
sampling everything the CRAVE sushi menu has to offer.

Award winning

WINE LIST
CRAVE was built around the concept of menu

you’ll find some of your favorite wines along with

diversity and offering something for everyone,

some hidden gems that we’ve discovered and

and the wine program shares this philosophy. Our

would like to share with you. Whether you’re

Wine Spectator “Award of Excellence” winning

seeking a crisp Riesling to complement Sushi,

wine list is globally diverse and represents the

or a Full bodied, spicy, super Tuscan blend to

wine making styles and grape selections that

pair with our steaks, we are sure to have the

profile what each country does best. At CRAVE

wine to suit whatever you CRAVE.

Private DINING

Whether you’re planning a business dinner, a social celebration or a corporate gathering,
let CRAVE make your event extraordinary. We offer an exceptional dining experience that
will meet every need and make each event uniquely memorable. Each of our locations
offers versatility with a wide range of private and semi-private dining accommodations to

host groups of all sizes. We pride ourselves on the commitment to providing an experience
that is truly unforgettable.

Each month, CRAVE partners with anon-profit to help raise awareness

first non-profit partners, Smile Network, raised more than $14,000 and

and money for the organization. In addition to distributing information

valuable visibility for the Minneapolis based charity.

about the organization, CRAVE creates special lunch and dinner menus
dedicated to the non-profit. When guests order from that menu a portion
of the proceeds go directly to the month’s charity. CRAVE also donates
silent auction items, provides catering for non-profits and hosts fundraising events. CRAVE is dedicated to leaving a caring footprint in each
community it serves through the CRAVE CARES program. One of CRAVE’s

“They got so involved and offered us a personalized Smile menu as
well as enthusiastic servers who spread the Smile Network story to
CRAVE guests.”CRAVE is dedicated to leaving a caring footprint in
each community it serves through the CRAVE CARES program. One
of CRAVE’s first non-profit partners, Smile Network, raised more than
$14,000 and valuable visibility for the Minneapolis based charity.

2013

Awards
“Best Rooftop Patio” - Minnesota Monthly
“#1 Patio” - Meet Minneapolis
“Fast 50 Award”(4th fastest growing company in MN) - Minneapolis St. Paul Business Journal
“Best Sushi” - Orlando Style, Readers Choice Award
“Best Happy Hour” - University of Minnesota Daily
“Best Date Night” - Lavender Magazine
“Best New Restaurant” - Cincinnati Magazine
Wine Spectator “Award of Excellence”

2011

2012

“Fast 50 Award”(4th fastest growing company in MN) - Minneapolis St. Paul Business Journal
“Community Hero” (Kam Talebi) - Charlie Awards
“Best Sushi” - Omaha Magazine
“Best Fall Food” - Edina Magazine
“Hot Concept Award” - Nation’s Restaurant News
“Best Sushi”- Orlando Style, Readers Choice Award
“Top 10 things to do in Minneapolis” – National Geographic Magazine
Wine Spectator “Award of Excellence”

“Best New Restaurant in Orlando” – Florida Trend Magazine
“Restaurant of the Year” – Minnesota Restaurant Association
“Best Restaurant” – MSP Magazine
“Most Romantic Date Destination” – Lavender Magazine
Wine Spectator “Award of Excellence”

CRAVE RESTAURANT TO
OPEN FIRST OHIO LOCATION
IN CINCINNATI

Cincinnati (June 11, 2012)

CRAVE, recently named a Hot Concepts! award winner by Nation’s Restaurant News, is opening a new
location at The Banks on the corner of Second Street and Joe Nuxhall Way in Cincinnati on June 11. This will
be the eighth location nationwide for the rapidly growing restaurant concept and its first Ohio location.
“The Banks was a natural fit for us,” said Kam Talebi, owner and CEO of CRAVE. “We like the density of it,
the fact that it’s right across from downtown, with the view of the skyline. It’s vibrant, and we feed on that.”
CRAVE brings its fresh and innovative cuisine to the Cincinnati market, along with an impeccable wine
selection brought to life in a chic, yet casual atmosphere. CRAVE delivers an extensive menu at a valuedriven price point, with items ranging from a full sushi bar and Certified Angus Beef steaks to fresh seafood,
pastas, salads and fire-baked pizzas that are continually re-mastered using the freshest seasonal ingredients.
The 8,000-plus square-foot restaurant offers private and semi-private dining rooms, and a large adjacent
outdoor sidewalk patio that includes a full bar, outdoor dining and a lounge area, all of which are available
for private parties, corporate meetings and other affairs; the restaurant is also available for buy outs.
CRAVE will offer a happy hour: Monday – Friday from 3 – 6 p.m. and Saturday from 11 a.m. – 6p.m.
In 2007, the Minneapolis-based restaurant chain opened its first location in Minnesota. Now with four
locations in the state, CRAVE includes a location in Mall of America and a downtown restaurant that features
one of Minneapolis’ largest rooftop patios. During the past four years, CRAVE has grown to eight locations
nationwide, including the newest Cincinnati location as well as restaurants in Omaha, NE, and Orlando and
Miami, FL. CRAVE has seen tremendous success in these markets and hopes to replicate it in Cincinnati.

CRAVE BRINGS FRESH,
VIBRANT MENU TO AUSTIN

Casual chic restaurant to feature American fare,
Sushi Bar and Austin-centric dishes
Austin, TX (Feb. 2014)

CRAVE Restaurant is bringing its diverse and extensive menu to Austin in February. The new restaurant, just across the street from
the Convention Center, will feature a range of offerings, from a full sushi bar to certified Angus beef steaks, as well as a customized
menu developed by well-known Austin Chef Frank Johnson.
“The culinary scene in Austin is incredibly vibrant and a perfect market for the CRAVE concept,” said Kam Talebi, CEO of
CRAVE. “Our local team led by Chef Johnson is creating an amazing menu that pays special tribute to the unique local flavors of
Austin while celebrating signature menu items that have been favorites in our locations around the country. We see tremendous
potential in the Austin market.”
Some of the more Austin-centric dishes that Chef Johnson has created include the Jalapeño Cornbread Skillet with pit ham and
white cheddar streusel; Blackened Redfish with crab corn salsa, rainbow kale, sweet potato mashed and chili buerre blanc; and
Bourbon Glazed Double Pork Chop with chili butter sauce, sweet potato mashed, tart apple relish, braised rainbow kale.
“We’ve developed dishes that creatively combine ingredients that locals love,” said Chef Johnson. “We can’t wait to share this menu
with the public.”
CRAVE also features wood-oven pizzas, pastas, a full sushi bar, and salads that are continuously re-mastered using seasonal
ingredients, The new location will round out its local menu with custom drinks as well as 38 beers on tap, 22 of them from Texas –
and most from the Austin area.
One of the other distinguishing features of CRAVE is the stunning private dining spaces that can be reserved for large parties,
corporate functions, family celebrations, and any other occasion that requires privacy and a heightened level of customization
and service. CRAVE has a dedicated Private Dining Coordinator who works with guests to create a customized menu and dining
experience unlike any other restaurant in Austin.
With the Austin location, CRAVE now has nine restaurants in five states.
“As a company, we are very selective and methodical when it comes to choosing locations for our restaurants,” Talebi said. “We are
extremely excited to be in Austin and have developed an amazing menu, team and space that will provide a truly marvelous dining
experience for each and every guest.”
CRAVE will feature a variety of daily specials during opening week, starting February 10. Reservations available, and walk-ins are
welcome.

FAST 50: CRAVE RESTAURANTS

Minneapolis / St. Paul Business Journal
Friday, October 7, 2011

In a challenging economic environment for restaurateurs, CRAVE Restaurants seems to have found the
secret recipe for success. Over the past three years, the restaurant group’s growth rate is an impressive 437.2
percent, with 2010 revenue at just over $23 million. With six restaurants, including sites in Omaha, NE, and
Orlando, Fla., and 600 employees, CRAVE will keep expanding locally with an eye on the national scene, said
CEO Kam Talebi. A seventh location already is under construction in Coral Gables, FL.
“It all goes back to the strength of our concept,” Talebi said. “We have the right demographic, our site
selection has been really good and we have a very diverse, eclectic American cuisine offering.”
Since its first location opened in 2007, CRAVE has sought upscale suburban retail centers to expand into,
such as the Galleria in Edina and The Shops at West End in St. Louis Park. An exception to the formula is
the high-profile downtown Minneapolis location at Eighth Street South and Hennepin Avenue, a sizeable
new entry to the city’s restaurant scene. Talebi believes that combining CRAVE’s type of cuisine with a
retail setting is a stellar combination, and he’s likely to keep that rolling. “We tend to be more appealing
to the female demographic, so being in prime, anchor-type locations has been a contributor to success. In
restaurants in particular, location is key,” Talebi said.
“CRAVE travels well, which is something that not every concept does,” said Dick Grones, principal at
Cambridge Commercial Realty. “All the locations make perfect sense.” The restaurants also benefit from a
distinctive menu that fuses a variety of tastes. Not only does every location have sushi, but also items such
as mini burgers, steak, lobster macaroni and spicy lamb meatballs. Grones calls the menu “mildly exotic, but
still understandable.”
“As we become more visible nationally, we know that we have a concept with a bright future,” he said.
“We’re confident that we can continue to bring in the right people and the right capital to help us grow the
company.”

NATION’S RESTAURANT NEWS NAMES CRAVE
A 2011 HOT CONCEPTS! AWARD WINNER
Fresh Ideas and Quality Food at CRAVE Earned the Award from the
Top Food Service Publication
Minneapolis, MN (August 11, 2011)
CRAVE has been honored with a 2011 Hot Concepts! award by Nation’s Restaurant News (NRN) for its
bold tactics, creativity and strong performance in a poor economy. NRN’s Hot Concepts! award recognizes
forward-thinking companies with emerging growth potential that appeal to consumers and position
themselves at the leading edge of the food service industry. It is one of the restaurant industry’s most
prestigious programs for up-and-coming companies.
“To be recognized on a national level like this by the leading industry publication is a major honor,” said Kam
Talebi owner and CEO of CRAVE. “This kind of recognition validates what we have known as we continue
to expand our concept across the country – that people truly are hungry for a diverse and unique dining
experience located in a vibrant environment, and
delivered at an affordable price point.”
The Bloomington-based CRAVE, which opened in 2007, now has six locations in Minnesota, Florida, and
Nebraska, with a seventh location scheduled to open in Coral Gables, FL in October. NRN recognized
CRAVE for its ability to flawlessly blend American seasonal cuisine with a focus on sushi. In addition, NRN
noted that the restaurant’s design, which devotes equal space to the dining room and the bar with a floor-toceiling wine tower separating the two, offers different experiences that bring guests back again and again for
various occasions.
CRAVE’s recipe for success has helped drive sales to more than $6 million in average unit volumes annually.
The company is projecting $38 million in sales this year and over $60 million in 2012.

KAM TALEBI
Founder/CEO
Founder of Kaskaid Hospitality, Kam Talebi, has a knack
for identifying market niches, then building successful
businesses to strategically fill them. The Kaskaid Hospitality
portfolio currently includes CRAVE which has four locations
in Minneapolis, Omaha, Cincinnati, Orlando and Miami,
along with newer concepts Figlio, Urban Eatery, Marquee, and Union Restaurant which are also
located in Minneapolis. From owning and managing technology startups to creating a culturally
resonant restaurant concept, Talebi has established himself as a results-driven leader in the
technology and hospitality industries. Before launching his first concept, CRAVE in 2007, Talebi
founded and served as chief executive of Network Remarketing and Technologies, a company
that created a proprietary B to B automotive auction platform which Talebi subsequently sold to
Cox Enterprises in 2008. Prior to founding NRT, Talebi was the co-founder of iCommunicate
and as chief operating and financial officer of this technology startup, Talebi grew this venture
to a multi-million dollar business and within 18 months negotiated a sale to Microsoft in 2001.
With Kaskaid Hospitality Talebi has combined business management and operational excellence
to orchestrate strategic expansion for his restaurant concepts. Talebi’s endless enthusiasm and
commitment to quality ensure there is more to come from the Kaskaid Hospitality team.

Dave Sincebaugh
Chief Operating Officer
Dave Sincebaugh is a seasoned restaurant executive with
over 30 years of experience in the industry, beginning with
his first part time job in his teens as a busboy for Perkins.
His management career started with Olive Garden in
1989 as a manager, quickly being promoted to General
Manager. He was part of one of the most explosive growth periods for any full service restaurant
company as Olive Garden grew from less than 100 units to over 400. During this time he opened
multiple units and provided troubleshooting and support to underperforming units. In 2000 he
left the public sector and has worked with small growing concepts, most notably at Redstone
American Grill, a NRN HotConcept! award winner. During Redstone’s growth from a single
unit to five locations he worked side by side with both the COO and the owner to optimize
operations, including training all of the GM’s a well as the concept evolution. In 2009 he began
his relationship with Kam Talebi and Kaskaid Hospitality in the growth of CRAVE, another NRN
HotConcept! winner. Dave has extensive knowledge of restaurant operations, P&L performance,
guest and staff retention, concept evolution, menu development, and strategic planning, as
well as experience in training and local store marketing. Dave is passionate about hospitality
and insuring every guest has a superior dining experience every time they set foot in a Kaskaid
Hospitality restaurant.

www.CRAVEAMERICA.com

